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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DATA TRANSMISSION

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates data transmission system, especially to a system and

method for data transmission.

BACKGROUND

Nowadays, most business entities provide their services to the end users, which

lead to Business-to-Business (B2B) transactions mode. This traditional B2B business

mode cannot cater diverse applications emerging. For example, a Content Provider

intends to provide his video stream to a great number of end users, but there is no

direct communication network between them. However, there is a Local Operator and

there is a communication network between the Local Operator and the end users and a

communication network between the Local Operator and the Content Provider. So the

Content Provider can provide contents to the end users via the Local Operator. Thus a

B2B2C (Business to Business to Customer) business mode occurs. However, in this

business mode, a problem will arise, how to guarantee the control of the contents at

the CP end and at the Local Operator end, because both entities want to get profits by

controlling the contents distribution.

CONTENT OF THE INVENTION

To guarantee the control of contents by the CP and the LO, there is a security

system is provided.

In an aspect, a method for data transmission in a system is provided. The system

includes a first device, plurality of second devices, and plurality of third devices. The

method includes steps of encrypting the data with a first key and encrypting the first

key with a second key at the first device, sending the encrypted data from the first

device to the second device, decrypting the second key and encrypting the first key

with a third key by the second device, sending the encrypted data from the second

device to the third device, and decrypting the third key and the first key by the third



device.

Further, before encrypting the data with the first key, the data has been encrypted

by control words.

In another aspect, a data transmission system is provided. The system includes a

first device, plurality of second devices, and plurality of third devices. The first device

includes an encryption module for encrypting the data with a first key and encrypting

the first key with a second key, a first transmitter for sending the encrypted data to the

second device; the second device including a decryption module for decrypting the

second key, an encryption module for encrypting the first key with a third key by the

second device, and a second transmitter for sending the encrypted data to the third

device, and the third device includes a decryption module for decrypting the third key

and the first key.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary data transmission system structure.

FIG.2 shows in detail the devices and processes in the data transmission system

of FIG. 1.

FIG.3 shows the detailed processes at the Content Provider, the Local Operator,

and the End User.

FIG.4 shows a second exemplary data transmission system structure.

FIG. 5shows in detail the devices and processes in the data transmission system

of FIG.4.

FIG.6 shows the detailed processes at the Content Provider, the Local Central

Licensing Servers the Local Operators, and the End Users.

DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION

See Fig.l. It shows an embodiment of present B2B2C data transmimssion

system. There are three entities, Content Provider part (CP) 10, Local Operator (LO)

part 20, and End User part 30. There are might be several Local Operators 20 and a

great number of End Users 30, with one Local Operator 20 serving multiple End



Users 30. Content Provider (CP) 10 distributes Contents to the End users 30 via LOs

20. The contents can be data, media streams, etc. There is an Elecronic Purse Module

(EPM) in each End User.

See Fig. 2 which shows CP 10, LO 20, and End User 30 in detail. In Content

Provider 10, there is a Key Encryption module 110, a Key Generator module 120, and

a content encryption module 130. The LO 20 includes a Key Decryption/Encryption

module 210, a Key Generator 220, and a Content Transmitter 230. At the End User A

30, there is a SK Decryption module 310, a CW Decryption module 320, a Content

Decryption module 330, and a Content Decoder 340.

The Content Provider 10 distributes its license or generates keys to all potential

End User 30 in advance. The End User 30 can get the license by buying it from CP or

from a third party which is trusted or authorized by CP.

When the CP 10 distributes contents to the LO 20, the Key Gernerator 120 creates

Control Words (CWs), uses these CWs to scramble the contents to get {E(Content)},

and send {E(CW)} to the content Encryption module 130 (see step SI l). Then it will

also create a Service Key (SK) to encrypt the CWs and get (E(CW)) ( see step S12).

Then the Key Encryption module 110 encrypts SK with each potential End User's key

to get (E(CP EU )(SK)). This process is used to protect the content and guarantee only

the End Users can access the contents. Finally, (E( CP,EU) is encrypted with a LO's key

to get(ELo(E(cp,EU )(SK))}( see step S13). This process is to guarantee only the LO

with LO' s key that can get (E (CP,EU)(SK)}, the encrypted contents to be provided to

its End Users. Then (E(Content)} will be sent to the Content Transmitter 230 in the

LO 20 via step S21{E(CW)}and (E LO(E(C P EU )(SK))} will be sent to the Key

Decryption/Encryption 210 in LO 20 via step S22. Step S21 and S22 can be at the

same time or in a different sequence.

The LO has a key distributed by the CP3 which can decrypt the

(ELO(E(CP,EU )(SK))} and get the (E(CP,EU )(SK)}. The decryption process can be

carried out in Key Decryption/Encryption module 210.When an End User A wants to

access the contents, it will send an authorization request to the LO 20 via step S3. The

Key Generator 220 will generates a second End User A's key and sends it to the Key

Decryption/Encryption module 210 via step S31. At the Key Decryption/Encryption

module 210, it will encrypt (E( CP,EU )(SK)} with the second End User A's key

generated by the Key Generator 220 to get E(L0 , ua)(E(Cp,EUa )(SK)). Then (E(CW))



and E(LO, ua)(E(cp,EUa )(SK)) will be sent to the SK Descryption Module 310 via step

S42. The Content Transmitter 230 at LO will send E(Content) to the SK Decryption

module via step S41 .. The step S41 and S42 can be at the same time or in other

sequences. The LO has a key distributed by the CP, which can decrypt the

{ELO(E(CP,EU )(SK))} and get the {E(CP,EU )(SK)}. This process is intended to protect

the {E(CP,EU)(SK)} can only be accessed by the End User A 30.

The End User A first uses the authorized key by the LO 20 and CP 10 to get SK

(step S51), then uses the SK to decrypt the {E (CW)} and get the clearing

contents(step S 52), and send the clearing contents to the Content Decoder 340 to

decode via step S53.

There is also an EPM in each End User. The End User uses it to pay fees to get

keys from the CP. In the above embodiment, the data provision from the LO to the

End User is a Pull mode, and each time the End User requests contents from the LO,

it needs to pay the LO for getting the End User's key from the LO. However, the data

transmission can also be a push mode, which means LO will continuously provide the

encrypted contents to the End User. When the End User wants to look through the

content, it will pay for the End User's key from the EPM to the LO.

These processes are also aggregated in the Fig.3. hi Fig.3, the processes at the

CP 10 are described in S1110, the processes at the LO 20 are described in Sl 112, and

the processes at the End User 30 are shown in Sl 113.

In above embodiment, the encryption/decryption method can be Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES), Rivest Shamir Adlemen (RSA) encryption, and so on.

Though the embodiment is elaborated by a LO and an End User A, there can be

plurality of LOs and End Users. People skilled in the art can obtain the

implementation after knowing above teaching.

See Fig. 4 it showsn another embodiment of the data transmission system. There

is a Content Provider (CP) 40, plurality of Local Operators (LOs) 60. For each LO,

there is a Local Central Licensing Servers (LCLSs) 50 communicating with it. And

each LO 60 serves a great number of End User 70).

In an embodiment, there are three symmetric or three pairs of asymmetric keys

shared between CP 40 and each LCLS 50, LCLS 50 and each End User 70, LO 60

and each End User 70 respectively. For example, if the key shared between CP 40 and

each LCLS 50 is a symmetric key, they have the same secret key, if they share an

asymmetric key, CP has the public key and each LCLS has the secret key.



CP 40 distribute the encrypt Content to the End User 70 via LCLS 50 and LO 60.

In order to get the content decrypted, the End User 70 should get the license from

LO 60 which serving it. This process can be described as following steps:

(1) End User 70 requests LO 60 for license for some contents,

(2) LO 60 forwards this request to LCLS 50,

(3) LCLS 50 creates a license for that user and sends the license to LO 60, and

(4) LO 60 sends the license to the End User 70.

The following part describes the system and method illustrates above steps

detailedly.

See Fig. 5 which shows CP 40, LCLS 50, LO 60, and End User 70 in detail. At

the Content Provider 40, there is a Key Encryption module 410, a Key Generator

module 420, and a Content Encryption module 430. The LCLS 50 includes a Key

Decryption module 510, a Key Encryption module 520, a Key Generator 530, and a

Content Transmitter 540. The LO 60 includes a Key Generator 610, a Key Encryption

module 620, and a Content Transmitter 630. And the End User 70 includes a Key

Decryption 710, a CW Decryption 720, a Content Decryption 730, and a Content

Decoder 740.

The Key Generator 420 creates control words (CWs). Content Encryption

module 430 encrypts VOD contents with the CWs and get E (content) (see step SH').

The Key Generator 420 further generates SK and sends the key to the Key Encryption

module 410 where the Key Encryption module 410 encrypts CWs with SK to

generate {E(CW)}(see step S12'). The Key Generator 420 generates a key for LCLS

and sends the key to the Key Encryption module 410 to encrypt the SK, and

ELCLS(SK) is generated (see step S13'). LCLS's key is a key between the CP 40 and

LCLS 50.

Then E(content) will be sent from the Content Encryption module 430 to the

Content Transmitter 530 via step S21'. (E(CW)) and E LCLS(SK) are transmitted from

the Key Encryption module 410 to the Key Decryption module 510 via step S22'. The

Key Decryption module 510 decrypts the E LCLS(SK) with the key provided by the CP

40 to get SK and saves SK via step S51'.

When an End User 70 sends a request for contents to the LO (step S3'), LO 60

will forward the request to the LCLS 50 (step S4'). After the LCLS 50 received the

request, it will encrypt SK with a first End User A's key (public key or sharing key



between the LCLS 50 and the End User 70) generated by the Key Generator 530 to

get E (LCLS EUa)(SK) by the Key Encryption module 520 via step S52'. E ' (Content) is

sent from the Content Transmitter 530 to the Content Transmitter 630 via step S54'.

And then the Key Encryption module 520 sends (E(CW)) and E(LCLS, EUa)(SK) to the

Key Encryption 620 via step S53'.

At the LO side, Key Generator 610 generates a second End User A's key and

sends it to the Key Encryption 620 where the E (LCLS, EUa)(SK) is encrypted with the

second End User A's key to generate E (LO , EUa)(E(LCLS, EUa)(SK)) and sends it to the

Key Decryption module 710 at the End User 70 via step S63'. E ' (Content) and

(E(CW) } are sent to the Content Decryption module 730 and the CW Decryption

module 720 respectively via step S61' and step S62'.

The steps S61', S62', and S63' can be in different order.

At the End User, it first uses the first End User's key and the second End User's

key to decrypt SK from E (LO, EUS)(E( LCLS, EUa)(SK)) by the SK Description module 730

and send the decrypted result to the CW Decryption module 720 during step S71 ' .

And then the CWs are decrypted by SK by the CW Decryption module 720 with

corresponding keys and sends the result to the Content Decryption module 730 during

step S72', at last the clearing content will be decoded by the Content Decoder Module

740.

Fig.6 illustrates the detailed processes at the CP (S2110), LCLS(S2111),

LO(S21 12), and End User(S21 13), which will not be elaborated here.

A number of implementations have been described. Nevertheless, it will be

understood that various modifications may be made. Additionally, one of ordinary

skill will understand that other structures and processes may be substituted for those

disclosed and the resulting implementations will perform at least substantially the

same function(s), in at least substantially the same way(s), to achieve at least

substantially the same result(s) as the implementations disclosed. Accordingly, these

and other implementations are contemplated by this application and are within the

scope of the following claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method for data transmission in a system, the system including a first

device, plurality of second devices, and plurality of third devices, the method

including steps of

encrypting the data with a first key and encrypting the first key with a second

key at the first device,

sending the encrypted data from the first device to the second device,

decrypting the second key and encrypting the first key with a third key by the

second device,

sending the encrypted data from the second device to the third device, and

decrypting the third key and the first key by the third device.

2. The method for data transmission in a system according to claim 1, wherein

before encrypting the data with the first key, the data has been encrypted by control

words.

3. A data transmission system, the system including a first device, plurality of

second devices, and plurality of third devices, wherein

the first device includes an encryption module for encrypting the data with a first

key and encrypting the first key with a second key, a first transmitter for sending the

encrypted data to the second device;

the second device including a decryption module for decrypting the second key,

an encryption module for encrypting the first key with a third key by the second

device, and a second transmitter for sending the encrypted data to the third device,

and

the third device includes a decryption module for decrypting the third key and

the first key.
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